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In this study we address criticism that performance differences among strategic groups found
in past research may be spurious and attributable to firm effects. The Japanese steel industry
provides the setting for the study. Our analysis is based on data from the carbon steel sector
of the Japanese steel industry for the periods 1980-87 and 1988-93. A one-way ANOVA
indicated that the average performance of firms in the two technology-based groups in this
industry-the integrated mills and the minimills-were significantly different during the two
periods. Subsequently,we performed a regression analysis to examine the residual group effect
after controlling for both environment and firm-specific effects. We found that even after
controlling for both environmentand firm-specific effects group membership was significantly
associated with firm performance. Copyright ? 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Cool and Schendel (1988) suggested that the
conflictingfindings may be because of improper
identificationof mobilitybarriers.But Barneyand
Hoskisson (1990) demonstratedthat the performance differences between groups exist even
when different sets of variables, irrespectiveof
mobility barriers,were used to identify groups
within an industry.They concludedthat performance differentialsamonggroupsmay be the result
of idiosyncraticfirmattributesand may have little
to do with group membershipper se.
Such concerns about the existence of groups
and their impacton firmperformanceare serious,
because they underminethe very concept of strategic groups and its meaningfulnessto strategy
research. Perhaps it is such concerns that led
Dranove, Peteraf and Shanley (1998) to go so
far as to assert that a strategicgroup exists only
if the performanceof membersis an outcomeof
group characteristics,after controlling for firm
and industrycharacteristics.
This study is an attemptto contributeto grouplevel researchby addressingsome of the concerns
raisedabove. It primarilyfocuses on the following
question:Does membershipin a groupaffect firmlevel performance?Employingdata from the carbon steel sector of the Japanese steel industry
(JSI),this studyattemptsto isolatethe directeffect
of group affiliation on performance,after controllingfor environmentand firm-specificfactors.
Two factors make the JSI an ideal setting
in which to examine the direct effect of group
membershipon performance.First, this industry
has two distinctgroups-the integratedmills and
the minimills-that produce ordinaryor carbon
steel.1The presenceof two distinctgroupsin this
industry(as explainedin greaterdetail below) is
due to the differenttechnologicalprocesses that
firms in this industryuse to producesteel. Thus,
it helps us identify groups without resortingto
any clusteringalgorithms.
Second, the financial performance(measured
as returnon sales) of the two groupshas changed
1 Steel products come in
many grades and are classified into
two broad groups: ordinary steel and specialty steel. Ordinary,
or carbon steel, contains less than 0.6 percent carbon by
weight. In contrast, specialty steel, in addition to the carbon
content, contains many alloying elements like molybdenum,
tungsten, vanadium, chromium, nickel, and manganese that
provide it with special mechanical, physical, and corrosionresistant properties. In 1993, special steel comprised approximately 17.58% of total steel production. In the rest of our
discussion, 'steel' refers to carbon steel.

Copyright ? 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

over time (see Figure 1). The integratedmills
outperformed the minimills during 1980-87.
However,the minimills,as a group,outperformed
their integratedcounterpartsduring 1988-93. A
priori knowledge that the two groups in the JSI
differed in their mean performancelevels provides a stylized setting to examine whetherperformancesof firms in the industrywere directly
associated with group membership.Thus, this
studyexplicitlyaddressesBarneyand Hoskisson's
(1990) concern about the lack of clear evidence
of the 'group effect' in past studies that have
examinedperformancedifferenceamong groups.
We organize this paper as follows. First, we
provide a brief history of the JSI and describe
the two groupsin this industry.Next, we discuss
the theoryand hypothesisdrivingour study.Then
we describethe sample,methodology,and analyses. Finally,we presentthe resultsof our analyses
and discuss their implications for strategicgroups research.

INDUSTRY BACKGROUNDAND
PRESENCE OF GROUPS
Before WorldWarII, Japanhad 35 blast furnaces
and 280 open-hearthfurnaces (OHF) that produced approximately7.65 million metric tons of
steel. However,by the conclusionof WorldWar
II, only three blast furnacesand 22 OHFs were
operating. Together these furnaces produced
557,000 metrictons of steel, less than 10 percent
of the pre-WorldWar II levels. In other words,
by the end of World War II the productionof
steel in Japancollapsed.
Starting in 1946, the Economic Stabilization
Board,a Japanesegovernmentagency, in consultationwith the SupremeCommanderof the Allied
Powers, started programs to rebuild the core
industriessuch as coal, electric power, and steel.
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Performance changes over time in JSI
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In an effort to revive the steel industry, the
After World War II, the main source of inputs
ReconstructionFinance Bank of Japan provided for the small firms in the industry came from
financial funding for the acquisition of capital ferrous scrap left over from the war effort and
goods and workingcapitalto firmsin the industry imports from the United States. The war scrap
(JISF, 1968). Additionally,many subsidies were was ultimatelyexhaustedand, at the same time,
extended to firms in the industry by other importsbecame less dependable.As a result, the
Japanesegovernmentalagencies for the purchase price of ferrous scrap in Japan became one of
of raw materialssuch as iron ore and coal, both the highest in the world. This rise in ferrous
of which were importedinto Japan.
scrapprices adverselyaffectedthe operatingcosts
in
the
these
subsidies
domestic
of
small steel mills. However,the switch to BOF
1950,
Despite
in
of
steel
were
more
than
prices
products Japan
technology from OHF by the large integrated
50 percenthigherthanthose in otherindustrialized steel mills duringthe late 1950s and early 1960s
nations.In orderto make the JSI competitive,the considerably reduced their (integrated mills)
Japanesegovernmentencouragedindustryleaders dependencyon ferrousscrap as an input to proto modernizeequipmentand improvetheirproduc- duce steel. The earlierOHF technologydeployed
tivity.Thismodernization
programlastedfrom 1951 by the integratedproducersrequireda 1:1 ratio
until 1955. It resulted in higher steel-making of ferrous scrap and pig iron to produce carbon
steel. In contrast,the newly adopted BOF techcapacityand improvedproductivity.
of
the
the
the
success
first
nology permittedthe integratedmills to use a
Following
program,
a
second
modernimere 1:9 ratio of ferrous scrap and pig iron to
initiated
Japanesegovernment
zation program.This program,which lasted from producecarbonsteel.
1956 until 1960, resulted in the setting up of
By the late 1960s, as more and more integrated
several new steel plants. The number of blast mills installed BOFs, the price of domestic ferfurnacesincreasedfrom 21 to 34, the numberof rous scrapdroppedconsiderably,and at the same
OHFs from 134 to 149, the number of basic- time Japan's dependency on imported ferrous
oxygen furnaces (BOFs) from zero to 13, and scrap was also reduced. Furthermore,improvethe numberof electric-arcfurnaces(EAFs) from ments in EAF technology in terms of furnace
513 to 662. Due to such efforts and subsidies, lining, transformercapacity,and electrodedesign
the Japanesesteel-makersbecameextremelycom- occurredduring the same period, increasingthe
petitive with the world's leading steel producers capacity and quality of steel produced by the
EAFs. Thus, the switch to BOF by the large
by the end of 1960.
integratedmills and changes in EAF technology
benefited the small steel mills, and it ensured
Groups in the Japanese steel industry
their long-termsurvivaland attractivenesswithin
the
dominated
The JSI has been
integrated the JSI (JISF, 1995). These changes ensuredthe
by
steel
mills
mills. The integrated
by first presence of two distinct groups within the steel
produce
iron
in
blast
furnaces
ore
into
industry:the integratedmills and the minimills.
pig
convertingiron
The two groups differ in their use of techiron
into
steel
the
and subsequentlyreducing
pig
of
small
steel
number
had
a
also
in BOFs. Japan
nology, and critical inputs employed in the proIn
duction of steel. The sunk costs and differences
contrast
as
the
1920s.
as
producersstarting early
in technology create differences in resource
small
of
these
to the integratedproducers,many
firmsprimarilyused the EAFs for producingsteel. endowments(Bogner et al., 1994), which in turn
The viability of small firms in competitionwith enable the existence of two separate groups.
the well-financedlargerfirms was possible due to Additionally,the core-meltingtechnology serves
the availabilityof: (1) inexpensiveferrous scrap as a mobility barrier that prevents firms from
importedmainlyfrom Indiaand the UnitedStates; switching groups.
(2) cheapdomesticlabor;and (3) low-cost electric
power duringoff-peakhours in Japan.2
Existential basis of groups
In 1993, 31.2 percent of crude steel production in the JSI
was done through the EAF process. This includes both carbon
and special steel products.

2
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Perhaps respondingto Barney and Hoskisson's
(1990) concernsabout the tendencyof clustering
algorithmsto generate frivolous groups, Peteraf
Strat. Mgmt. J., 22: 221-235 (2001)
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and Shanley (1997) have suggested more robust
criteriato establishthe existence of groups.They
argued that group members should have shared
identities.Peteraf and Shanley (1997) assert that
strategic group identities are shaped by similar
and shared macro- and micro-level processes.
According to them, macro-levelprocesses comprise institutional,economic, and historicalforces.
Whereashistoricalforces createirrevocablestructures that emerge out of path dependencies,economic forces create distinctions among firms
based on characteristicssuch as scale, resource
endowments,and technology (Peterafand Shanley, 1997). Finally, institutionalforces such as
'mimetic' and 'normative' pressures (DiMaggio
and Powell, 1983) tend to produce convergence
over time in firm behaviorwithin a group.
In contrastto the above, micro-levelprocesses
that createhomogeneityin behaviorcomprisethe
following: social identity,learning,and categoriza
tion. Categorizationprocesses result from managers' tryingto make sense of a complexenvironment (Fombrunand Zajac, 1987; Lant and Baum,
1995; Porac, Thomas and Baden-Fuller, 1989;
Reger and Huff, 1993). Vicariouslearningprocesses, wherein firms use peers from their own
groups as referentothers, lead to convergenceof
member repertoire of strategies over time
(Bandura,1989). Finally, social identityprocesses
reinforce the notion of membershipin a group,
and over time firm behaviortends to follow the
group's norms. Thus, according to Peteraf and
Shanley(1997) it is these macro-and micro-level
forces that give rise to distinct group identities
and form the existentialbasis of groups.
Groups in the JSI were subject to several of
the macro processes discussed above. The two
groups-integrated and minimills-were shaped
by distinct historical forces. Integrated mills
emerged out of institutionallycoordinatedefforts
following World War II; the minimills, in contrast, have existed since the early 1920s, and
have a sharedhistory based on their dependence
on common inputscomprisingelectricpower and
ferrous scrap.
The differences in the technology adoptedby
the two groups (i.e., EAF vs. BOF) meant that
they were subject to different economic forces.
For example, differences in steel-melting technology between the groups translateinto differences in economies of scale-integrated mills
need largercapacitiesto achieve scale economies
Copyright? 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

comparedto minimills. Finally, the two groups
were also subject to different institutionalpressures. As governmentagencies such as the Economic StabilizationBoard,MITI, and the ReconstructionFinance Bank of Japanplayed a more
critical role in the coordinationand growth of
the integratedmills, they were subjectto different
normative and coercive pressures than those
belonging to the minimill group.
While we did not collect any direct evidence
of micro-levelprocesses,evidenceof the outcome
of both macro and micro processes are observed
in the conduct of the two groups. For instance,
accordingto O'Brien (1989), during the 1960s
when the Ministry of InternationalTrade and
Industry's (MITI) power had declined, coordinationamongfirmscontinuedthroughJishuChosei (self-regulation).Underthis system, managers
from leadingJapanesesteel companiesmet regularly at the Japan Iron and Steel Federationto
coordinateproduction,pricing,export,and investment plans. Also, when the integrated mills
experienceda downturnin the mid-1980s,all but
one of the firms started diversifying into the
semiconductorbusiness (The Economist, 1994).
More recently, integrated mills have jointly
attemptedto develop the direct iron ore smelting
reductionprocess (DIOS) (Iron Age New Steel,
1994). Thus, by virtue of their sharedidentities,
the integratedand minimills constitutetwo distinct groups within the JSI.
The above use of core-meltingtechnology to
identify groups overcomes the problems
associatedwith the use of clusteringmethodsto
classify firmsinto groups(Barneyand Hoskisson,
1990; Wiggins and Ruefli, 1995).3
The method we used here to identify the two groups may
ignore the presence of finer groupings within the industry.
An anonymous reviewer referred to this issue as the 'group
within group within group' problem. To test if there were
such finer groupings, we performed a cluster analysis of firms
in JSI for the 1980-93 period using Ward's method. We
followed decision rules developed by Fiegenbaum, Sudarshan,
and Thomas (1990) to determine the number of groups. We
performed the analysis using different sets of scope and
resource commitment variables. The number of groups identified each year ranged from three to six. The shifts in the
number of groups identified, the lack of any meaningful
interpretability of the groups based on industry reports, and
discussion with analysts cause us to be suspicious of these
groupings. Moreover, we could not assess the extent to which
these groups had experienced distinct shared identities. In
addition, such an approach violates Cool and Schendel's
(1988) suggestion that groups should be identified on the
basis of mobility barriers, which in this industry is the tech3
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THEORY AND HYPOTHESIS

tacit coordinationand avoid excessive competition
in productand factor markets,enablingmembers
The principal thrust of strategic groups research to generateabove normalrents.
has been on examining the relationship between
group membership and firm performance. This
thrust reflects strategy researchers' orientation Intergroup competition
towards identifying factors that affect firm per- Intergroupcompetition in an industry depends
formance. As Thomas and Venkatraman (1988): upon the extent of marketinterdependence,number of groups, and industrygrowth, among other
541) have aptly argued:

factors (Porter,1980). Excessive intergroupcompetitioncan reduce any above-normalprofits that
a firmcould generatebecauseof its uniquestrategies or intragroupfactors discussedabove. Moreover, performancedifferenceamonggroupsmight
be caused if the effect of intergrouprivalry is
asymmetrical.Asymmetriescan exist when different groupspossess differentcost structures,diversification,or marketpower (Bogner et al., 1994;
Nayyar, 1989). For example, in the brewing
Recently Dranove et al. (1998) went so far as
excessive competition had differential
to assert that a strategic group exists only if the industry,
effects on local, regional, and national brewers
performance of members is an outcome of group
for firm and (Boeker, 1991).
characteristics, after
... strategicmanagementis centrallyconcerned
with issues of organizationalperformance... and
strategiesare often evaluatedin terms of performance implications... Indeed, we go as far as
to note that if strategicgroups are to be truly
useful for theory constructionin strategicmanagement, then there should be a relationship
between strategic group membershipand performancecriteria.

controlling
environment characteristics.

Differences in bargaining power

Group membership and performance
Group membershipmay be associatedwith firm
performancefor the following reasons:(1) differences in intragroupcompetition;(2) asymmetrical
impact of intergroupcompetition;(3) differences
in the bargainingpower of group membersvisa-vis customersand suppliers;and (4) the presence of mobility barriers.
Intragroup competition

Firms within a strategic group may generate
above-normalreturnsif the group characteristics
prevent the emergence of perfect competition
within it. In other words, some groups resemble
oligopolies and are able to generatesuperiorperformance(Newman, 1978). Factorsaffecting oligopolistic coordinationmay include the number
and size of firms within a groupand their shared
history(Porter,1980). For example,a small number of firms in a group may recognize their
mutual interdependenceand be able to achieve
nology used to melt steel. Thus, we proceeded with the
technology-based grouping. Results of cluster analysis available from authors on request.
Copyright ? 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Differences in bargainingpower that the groups
have vis-a-vis their suppliersand customerscould
also generate differences in profitability(Porter,
1980). This is especially true when factor or
productmarketsare partitionedor do not completely overlap. Under such conditions, groups
within an industry may face different sets of

suppliersand customers.The size of suppliersor
customers, concentration,availability of substitutes, differentiation,and switching costs would
influence the bargainingpower that group members may have in product or factor markets
(Porter, 1980). Differences in bargainingpower
among groups can create differences in rents
generated by members in different groups
(Dranove,Peterafand Shanley, 1993).
Mobility barriers
Performance differences that emerge because of
asymmetries in intra- or intergroup competition,

or bargainingpower in factor and productmar-

kets, may disappear unless they are sustained by

mobilitybarriersamong groups.Mobility barriers
are factors which deter or inhibit the movement
of a firm from one strategic group to another
(Caves and Porter, 1977; McGee and Thomas,
Strat. Mgmt. J., 22: 221-235 (2001)
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1986; Porter, 1980). These barrierspreventfirms
from low-performinggroups from moving into
high-performinggroups and sustainsperformance
difference among groups. In the absence of
mobility barriers, firms from low-performing
groups could easily move into the highperforming groups, increase intragroupcompetition, and reducethe profitabilityof groupmembers.
Performance in the JSI
In the JSI, several of the factorsdiscussedabove
appearto be present.Mobilitybarriersare clearly
high and asymmetricalin the JSI. Entryinto the
integratedgroup is extremelydifficultbecause of
the high investmentcosts-upwards of $5 billion.
Entry barriersinto the minimills group are relatively low at about $60 million.
In addition, the number and size of firms in
the two groups differed considerably, creating
differencesin intragroupcompetition.4Therewere
seven integratedmills and nineteenminimillsthat
producedcarbon steel. In 1993, integratedmills
had on average 18,460 employees and ?1.075
billion in sales. The minimills on average had
1307 employees and sales of Y119 million. The
smaller numberof firms in the integratedgroup
increases the likelihood of achieving greateroligopolistic coordination.
The two groups also differed considerablyin
their product markets and cost structuresthat
may create asymmetriesin impact of intergroup
competition. The integratedmills produce steel
plates and I-section beams, in addition to bars
and rods; whereas the minimills are predominantly focused on the bar and rod segments of
the productmarket.Because of the greatermarket
overlapin the bar and rod segments,the minimill
group members are more vulnerableto competition from the integratedmills in these segments.
On the other hand, differencesin scale and overhead cost structuresmake the integratedgroup
members more vulnerable during periods of
decline in steel demand.
Partitionedfactormarkets,wherethe integrated
mills principallyuse iron ore and coke as the
4

Whereas there were 45 blast furnaces in December 1994 in
Japan, the number of EAFs was 480 (JISF, 1995). Each firm
usually operates more than one furnace, and many of the EAFs
are exclusively used to manufacture special or alloy steels.
Copyright ? 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

input raw materials,while the minimillsuse ferrous scrap,and the differencesin the numberand
size of firmsin the two groups(mentionedearlier)
have resultedin differencesin bargainingpower
that the two group members have with their
suppliers.For example,the integratedmills were
able to institutecoordinatedprocurementof raw
materialsby acting as a single customerin international markets(Mohan and Berkowitz, 1988).
In contrast,the marketfor ferrousscrap,the key
inputfor the minimills,is highly volatile because
of the large numberof EAF furnaces(carbonand
special steel), and fluctuationsin supply.5
In sum, the two groups in the JSI differ in
terms of the numberand size of firms in their
groups, face asymmetricintergroupcompetition,
have differentbargainingpowers in factor markets, and are separatedby substantialmobility
barriers.Thus:
Principal Hypothesis: After controlling for
firn- and environment-specific effects, group
membership will be associated with firm-level
performance.

METHODS
Sample and data
We collected data from publicly traded firms
listed on the Tokyo, Osaka, and Nagoya Stock
Exchanges. Our main source of data was the
Analysts' Guide, one of the most respectedand
comprehensive sources of information on
Japanese firms available today. This guide is
publishedannuallyby Daiwa Securities,a leading
financial services firm in Japan.Data from this
guide have been used by other researchers(e.g.,
Lieberman,Lau and Williams, 1990; Kotha and
Nair, 1995). This guide provides informationon
all the publiclytradedcompanieson Japan'sthree
most importantstock exchanges:Tokyo, Osaka,
and Nagoya.
To ensurethe reliabilityof our data, we crosschecked the data obtainedfrom this source with
data available from the Japan Company Hand5 The ferrous-scrap requirements of the JSI are now increasingly met from domestic sources. Fluctuations in scrap supply
depend on the demand for steel. In periods of high steel
demand, scrap supply falls and prices rise; in periods of low
steel demand, scrap supply is high and prices fall.
Strat. Mgmt. J., 22: 221-235 (2001)
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book (JCH). JCH is anotherwell-known source
for data on Japanese firms. This guide is published quarterlyby Toyo Keizai Inc. This investigation found no discrepanciesbetween the two
data sets.6

We focused on data for the period 1980-93.
We chose 1980 as our starting year for the
analyses because, by then, firms in the JSI had
completely rebounded from the effects of the
1973 recession created by the global oil crisis
caused by the Arab Oil Embargo. The oil
embargoand the resultantincrease in oil prices
created tremendoushardshipsfor Japanesefirms
because many of them were heavily dependent
on importedoil as their primaryenergy source.
Overall, the 12 firms in our sample together
accounted for more than 90 percent of carbon
steel sales in the JSI in 1993.
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when the firms in the sample are relativelyundiversified (Venkatramanand Ramanujam,1986).
In 1993, the most recent year in our sample, the
average level of diversificationfor firms in our
sample was less than 16 percent.
Control variables
Earlier we noted that many studies examining
performancedifferences among strategic groups
have failed to controlfor environment-and firmspecific effects. Controllingfor such effects is
importantbecause without such controls it is
impossible to isolate the direct effect of group
membershipon performance.Thus, we introduced
the following environment-and firm-specificcontrol variables.
Environment variable

Group membership
We operationalizedmembershipin a groupusing
two dummy variables:'Group1' and 'Group2.'
The Group 1 variable was assigned a value of
'1' if a firm belonged to the integratedgroup
and '0' otherwise. Similarly, 'Group 2' was
assigned a value of '1' if a firm belonged to the
minimills group and '0' otherwise. In a sample
where only two categoriesexist, as in this case,
only one dummy variable is included in the
regression analysis. The excluded group thus
becomes a reference group, and the regression
coefficient will express the difference between
the two group means (Hardy, 1993).
Performance

Environment-levelchanges have been shown to
impact firm-level performance (Capon, Farley,
and Hoenig, 1990). Additionally, such changes
may have asymmetricalimpact on the groups
(and individual firms) within an industry. For
instance, in periods when steel demand is high,
scrap supply falls and prices rise; in periods of
low steel demand,the availabilityof scrapsupply
is plentiful and hence prices tend to fall. As
minimills are more dependentupon the price of
ferrousscrap,the demandfor steel has an asymmetric effect on the two groups.
We used 'environmentalmunificence'to control for any changes in environmentthat may be
associatedwith firm performance.'Environmental
munificence'describesthe capacityof an environment to supportorganizationsin the marketplace
(Yasai-Ardekani, 1989). We operationalized
'environmentalmunificence' as the change in
gross domestic product (GDP) because GDP
accountsfor the magnitudeof changesin resource
availabilitybetween time periods.

The financialperformancemeasuresemployed in
this study are returnon sales (ROS) and return
on assets (ROA). We assessed ROS as the ratio
of operatingincome to total sales, and ROA as
the ratio of operating income to total assets.7
Although these two measures may be distorted
due to aggregations,it is generally acceptable
Firm variables
6

Although JCH is less comprehensive in its coverage of
industry-level data than the Analysts' Guide, it is less expensive and widely available in most university libraries. We
found no discrepancies between the two data sets. This was
as expected since we were gathering financial and operating
data on publicly traded companies.
7 It must be noted that
Japanese firms tend, in general, to
understate their asset values (Ito and Pucik, 1993).
Copyright ? 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

To control for firm effects, we used firm-level
realized strategy measures (Mintzberg, 1978), firm

age, and firm size. We includedfirm size because
this measure serves as a proxy for a variety of
economic impedimentsrelated to mobility. We
assessed size as the numberof employees on the
firm's payroll for each year. Firm age can help
Strat. Mgmt. J., 22: 221-235 (2001)
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determinethe efficiency of a firm's operations,
equipment,and its access to and relationshipwith
powerful networks that control distributionof
steel products.Moreover,age serves as a proxy
for tacit dimensionssuch as employee skills and
organizationalknowledge.We measuredfirm age
as the chronological age of the firm since its
founding.
In addition to age and size, we controlled
for realized strategymeasuressuch as employee
productivity,capital expenditures,capital intensity, exports,and degree of diversificationoutside
the steel industry (Hambrick,1983). We operationalized 'employee productivity,' a measure
of realized firm-level efficiency, as price-index
adjusted sales per employee for each year for
each firm. 'Capital expenditures' and 'capital
intensity' provide a measure of a firm's asset
parsimony dimension (Hambrick, 1983). These
two variables indicate a firm's commitmentto
employ technology to improve productivityand
qualitydimensions.We assessed 'capitalexpenditures' as net expendituresfor plant and equipment, and 'capital intensity' as the ratio of total
assets to the number of employees. We operationalized a firm's 'exports' as the percentage
of foreign sales to total sales, and 'diversification'
as the percentage of total sales that it derived
from businesses other than steel.
Each of these realized strategy variables was
calculated for all firms in the sample for the
period 1980-93.
Firm-specificeffects
While this study intendsto control for firm-level
variables(such as 'employeeproductivity'),it can
be argued that some part of these variablescan
be attributedto the firm's membership in a
group.8Thus, to control for the true firm-level
effects, the group effects have to be partialled
out. Not doing so can result in double counting
such effects in regression models that include
both firm- and group-level variables. Further,
there is also the possibility that having both sets
of variables can induce collinearityproblemsin
the analyses.9
8 We thank the reviewers for
providing this insight.
9 Even a variable such as age can have a group component,
i.e., firms that are founded during the same time reflect the
technology and strategies of the period, and thereby belong
to a group (Stinchombe, 1965).

Copyright ? 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

To prevent such distortions,we first isolated
the firm-specificeffect by running a regression
analysis with the firm-levelvariables(employee
productivity,capital expenditures,exports, age,
capitalintensity,and diversification)as the dependent variables,and the group-leveldummy variable (GR1) as the independent variable. The
model specificationwas as follows:
Yi = K +

i

Xi + E

(1)

Here Yi is the ith strategyof a firm. Xi is the
groupdummyvariable.The residualsin the above
model constitutethe firm-specificeffect after the
groupeffect has been filteredout. These residuals
were used to performthe analysisin Equation2,
describedbelow.
Analyses
Table 1 provides the descriptive statistics and
zero-ordercorrelationsamong the dependentand
independentvariables.
As illustratedin Figure 1, performancedifferences (ROS) between the integratedmills and
minimills changed considerablyover time; integrated mills as a group outperformedminimills
during the 1980-87 time period, and minimills
outperformedtheir integratedcounterpartsduring
the 1988-93 time period.10The results of the
ANOVAs for the two time periods using ROS
and ROA as the dependentvariableand the membership in group as the categoricalvariable are
presentedin Table 2. These resultsare consistent
with the representationin Figure 1.
Model
The relationshipbetween firm performanceand
the environment, firm-specific variables, and
group dummyvariablewere modeled as follows:
10We
investigated whether the two time periods (1980-87
and 1988-93), identified based on performance difference,
comprised distinct strategically stable time periods (SSTPs).
Following Cool and Schendel (1988) and Fiegenbaum et al.
(1990), we performed Bartlett's X2 test to examine the stability
of the variance-covariance matrices of the strategy variables
across the years (e.g., 1980-81; 1981-82; 1982-83, and so
on until 1992-93). The stability of the variance-covariance
matrix across each year pair indicates whether there is a
relative shift in firm strategies that can alter the group composition. The test coefficients indicate that the groups were
stable over the period under study. That is, the relative change
Strat. Mgmt. J., 22: 221-235 (2001)
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Yit = P'Xit + Eit(i = 1, 2,...,N; t = 1, 2,..., T)

We then estimated regression models using
(2) LIMDEP software (Greene, 1992). Using LIMDEP, we estimated generalized least-squares
Yit is defined as the returnon sales (assets) for (GLS) models using the TSCS estimator. The
firm i in year t. Xit are the independentvariables; TSCS estimatorprovides consistent estimates in
that includes the environment variable, firm- the presence of groupwise heteroskedasticity,
specific variables(residualsfrom Equation1), and cross- and within-group autocorrelation.The
the group dummy variablefor firm i in the year model and the procedures used are those
t. We estimated separatemodels for both ROS described in Greene (1993): 444 and LIMDEP
and ROA. Efficientand unbiasedregressionesti- Version 6).
Given the changes in performanceobserved
mationof such time series cross-sectional(TSCS)
data may need correctionfor the following prob- over time, we modeled the relationshipsbetween
lems:
group membershipand performancefor the two
time periods. We performedregression analyses
a) Error terms for cross-sectional observations using two sets of dependentvariables:ROS and
ROA. Table 3a and Table 3b show results of our
may be heteroskedastic.
b) Cross-groupcorrelation,that is, errorterm for analyses for the 1980-87 and 1988-93 period
firm i in time t(?it), is related to error term respectively.
Model 1 (Table 3a) estimates the relationship
for firmj in time t(ejt).
c) Within-group autocorrelation,that is, error among environment-and firm-specificvariables
term for firm i in time t(Eit),is relatedto error and ROS for the 1980-87 period. In Model 2,
term for firm i in time t - l(eit _ ) (Greene, we include the group dummy variable.Model 3
examines the impact of environment-and firm1993; Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1991).
specific variables on ROA. In Model 4, we
Another potential estimation problem is multi- include the group dummy variable.
Model 5 (Table 3b), estimatesthe relationship
collinearity. Multicollinearityexists when the
independentvariables in the model are highly among environment-and firm-specificvariables
correlated,thereby affecting the accuracyof the and ROS for the 1988-93 period. In Model 6,
regression calculations. Under these conditions we add the group dummy variable. Model 7
OLS estimatesare inefficient(i.e., standarderrors examines the impact of both environment-and
are inflated) but not biased (Netter, Wasserman firm-specificvariableson ROA. In Model 8, we
include the group dummy variable. Thus, we
and Kutner,1989).
Because of the presence of highly correlated estimatedeight differentregressionmodels.
variables, multicollinearitywas a concern. We
checked for multicollinearityin the models by
examiningthe varianceinflationfactors (VIF) for RESULTS
each independentvariable. If these values were ANOVA results
above the recommendedvalues of 10 (Netter et
al., 1989), we droppedthe suspect variable and The ANOVA results indicate that the integrated
reestimatedour regression models. We dropped mills had a significantly higher ROS during
the 'size' and 'capital intensity' variables from 1980-87, whereas the minimills had a signifiall our models to avoid concerns with multi- cantly higher ROS between 1988 and 1993.
ANOVA results for the ROA variable indicate
collinearity.11
that during the 1980-87 period there was no
the integratedmills
in the strategies of firms was not significant. Results are significantdifferencebetween
and minimills. However, duringthe 1988-93 peavailable on request from the authors.
11We incorporated size into our base model; however, it was
riod the minimillshad a significantlyhigherROA
not significant. The two groups use different technologies to
than the integratedmills.
produce steel and therefore have different cost structures and
economies of scale. While the minimum efficient plant size
for the integrated mill is, on the average, 3 million tons per
year, the minimum efficient size for minimills with one
furnace could be as low as 500,000 tons (D'Costa, 1999:
146). The lack of significance of the size variable suggests
Copyright ? 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

that there was not much performance difference among firms
attributable to scale, possibly because the firms in the sample
had sizes beyond the minimum efficient scale.
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Table 1. Means, standarddeviations, correlation matrix, Japanese steel industry (1980-93)

0s
i0
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Variable

Mean

S.D

Age
Capital expenditure
Capital intensity
Diversification
Employee productivity
Export
GR 1
GR 2
Munificence
ROS
ROA
Size (log of employees)

51.8
7.5
79
14.5
61.42
19.7
0.6
0.4
3.4
9
6.9
8.7

14.2
5.2
30.9
15.2
25.8
12.6
0.5
0.5
1.7
5.6
4.9
1.5

*p < 0.01

.1

1
1.00
0.19
0.20
0.57*
0.00
-0.20
-0.10*
-0.25*
-0.08
0.01
-0.09
0.06

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1.00
0.32*
0.22*
-0.06
0.00
0.27*
-0.27*
-0.38*
-0.01
-0.20*
0.21*

1.00
-0.15
0.69*
-0.47*
-0.20
0.20
-0.29*
0.55*
0.35*
-0.25*

1.00
-0.39*
0.24*
0.57*
-0.57*
-0.06
-0.15
-0.23*
0.53*

1.00
-0.52*
-0.65*
0.65*
-0.19
0.35*
0.45*
-0.62*

1.00
0.47*
-0.47*
0.08
-0.38*
-0.41*
0.70*

1.00
-1.00*
0.01
-0.10
-0.30*
0.85*

1.00
-0.01
0.10
0.30*
-0.85*
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Table 2.

ANOVA-Differences

between integrated and minimills in the Japanese Steel Industry
1988-93b

1980-87a

Integrated Minimills
mills
ROS
ROA
Size/1000
Age
Cost
efficiency
Employee
productivity
Capital
expenditures
Capital
intensity
Diversification
Exports

8.09
(4.31)
5.66
(3.22)
28.33
(19.7)
51.64
(16.6)
0.83
(0.04)
40.99
(6.12)
8.01
(2.83)
63.78
(11.70)
20.00
(15.70)
28.86
(11.42)
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4.16
(4.27)
5.21
(4.15)
1.35
(0.66)
45.00
(4.5)
0.89
(0.06)
67.89
(16.05)
2.99
(1.71)
54.19
(11.22)
3.53
(4.38)
19.77
(9.91)

F-statistic

17.06
1.39

Integrated- Minimills
mills
p < 0.001
n.s.

59.61

p < 0.001

4.86

p < 0.05

25.70

p < 0.001

126.13

p < 0.001

83.03

p < 0.001

13.99

p < 0.001

33.56

p < 0.001

14.15

p < 0.001

9.23
(3.63)
5.94
(2.55)
20.07
(14.9)
58.60
(16.6)
0.79
(0.03)
57.47
(9.61)
8.90
(4.1)
87.90
(14.20)
23.20
(15.70)
18.40
(8.10)

F-statistic

15.71
(5.02)
12.64
(5.16)
1.20
(0.48)
49.70
(5.9)
0.72
(0.06)
96.83
(28.63)
6.19
(5.6)
119.46
(32.58)
3.80
(3.60)
4.30
(4.40)

40.49

p < 0.001

52.95

p < 0.001

51.15

p < 0.001

7.89

p < 0.001

34.30

p < 0.001

68.83

p < 0.001

5.75

p < 0.05

31.13

p < 0.001

43.75

p < 0.001

74.95

p < 0.001

a1980-87, n = 88; b1988-93, n = 72; standarddeviationsin parentheses.

Table 3a.

GLS regression results (dependent variable-ROS and ROA) for 1980-87
1980-87 time period
Model 1
(ROS)

Firm-specific variables
Firm age
Employee productivity
Exports
Diversification
Capital expenditures
Industry-specific variable
Munificence

Model 3
(ROA)

Model 4
(ROA)

-0.2735
(0.1826)
0.0535
(0.1130)
-0.1764
(0.1168)
0.10804
(0.1310)
-0.1492*
(0.0723)

-0.2288+
(0.1173)
-0.1573**
(0.0556)
-0.1398*
(0.0602)
-0.0196
(0.0802)
-0.2434***
(0.0585)

-0.2621*
(0.1220)
-0.1889*
(0.0859)
-0.1860*
(0.0815)
0.1245
(0.0937)
-0.2755**
(0.0707)

-0.2035+
(0.1110)
-0.1718*
(0.0774)
-0.0902
(0.0827)
0.0487
(0.0886)
-0.3159***
(0.0653)

-0.0636
(0.0608)

-0.1384*
(0.0558)

-0.1454*
(0.0593)

-0.1722**
(0.0577)

Group membership
Group 1
R2
Log-likelihood

Model 2
(ROS)

0.6910
-126.49

0.5186***
(0.0723)
0.7678
-125.70

0.7307
-127.09

0.2347*
(0.0917)
0.7328
-127.73

***p<.005; **p<.Ol; *p<0.05; p<0.1; 1980-1987, n=88; Standard Errors in parentheses
Copyright ? 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table3b. GLS regressionresults (dependentvariable-ROS and ROA) for 1988-93
1988-93 time period
Model 5
(ROS)
Firm-specificvariables
Firm age
Employeeproductivity
Exports

Diversification
Capitalexpenditures
Industry-specificvariable
Munificence

Model 6
(ROS)

Model 7
(ROA)

Model 8
(ROA)

-0.2134*

-0.0167
(0.0874)
0.3467***
(0.0760)

-0.2474+
(0.1288)
0.4194***
(0.0758)

-0.1514+

-0.1702

-0.0480
(0.0461)
0.5063***
(0.0864)

(0.1071)
0.0043
(0.1215)
0.0591
(0.0817)

(0.0774)
-0.0971
(0.0791)
0.1956*
(0.0818)

(0.1048)
0.2246*
(0.1098)
-0.1069
(0.0721)

(0.0463)
-0.0457
(0.4852)
-0.0156
(0.0593)

0.0956
(0.0810)

0.3961***
(0.0790)

0.1018
(0.0716)

0.3099***
(0.0522)

-0.1473
(0.1375)
0.0457
(0.0730)

Group membership
Group 1
R2
Log-likelihood

0.8320
-106.41

-0.6183***
(0.0785)
0.9248
-103.38

0.7707
-108.47

-0.0746

-0.7388***
(0.0605)
0.9143
-104.01

***p< 0.005; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; +p < 0.1; 1988-93, n = 72; standarderrorsin parentheses.

While the ANOVA results indicate that performance differences existed between the two
groups during the two time periods, they (the
results) do little to inform us whether such differences were due to environment, firm-specific, or
group-level effects (Barney and Hoskisson, 1990).
In order to isolate the group-level effects, we
examine the regression results that control for
firm-specific and environment effects.

we found strong support for the principal hypothesis.
As expected, many of the variables introduced
to control for environment- and firm-specific
effects are related to ROA and ROS, and are
statistically significant. This suggests that both
environment and firm-specific factors were
associated with firm-level performance, a finding
that is consistent with the extant strategy literature
(cf. Capon et al., 1990).

Regression results
Our principal hypothesis stated that group membership will have a direct effect on performance,
after controlling for firm- and environment-level
effects. For the 1980-87 period, in Model 2,
the 'Group 1' variable is positively related to
performance (ROS) and significant at p < 0.005.
In Model 4, the 'Group 1' variable is positively
related to performance (ROA) and significant at
p < 0.05 (see Table 3a). For the 1988-93 period,
in Model 6, the 'Group 1' variable is negatively
associated with ROS and significant at p < 0.005.
During the same period, in Model 8, the 'Group
1' variable is negatively associated with ROA
and significant at p < 0.005 (see Table 3b). Thus,
Copyright? 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We noted earlier that Barney and Hoskisson
(1990) have argued that prior research had yet
to establish that performance differences among
strategic groups are due to group-, and not firmspecific factors. This paper set out to examine
whether membership in a group has a direct
effect on firm performance, after controlling for
environment and firm-specific factors. We used
firms from the Japanese Steel Industry (JSI) to
perform our analyses. The presence of two distinct groups that use different technologies to
produce carbon steel provided an ideal setting to
Strat. Mgmt. J., 22: 221-235 (2001)
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examine this issue. It allowed us to avoid the
criticism leveled at past studies on groups-that
the groups identifiedin such studies were mere
methodologicalartifacts.
Results indicate that after controlling for
environment- and firm-specific effects, group
membershipwas associated with firm-level performance. Interestingly, we found that, while
membershipin the integratedgroup was positively associated with firm performanceduring
the 1980-87 period,membershipin the groupwas
negativelyassociatedwith performanceduringthe
1988-93 period. Next, we elaborateon this shift
in group effect. But, before we do that, we
discuss the ANOVA and regression results to
identify the natureof direct effects.
The analyses compared
A comparison of the ANOVA and regression
resultsindicatesthat, except for one instance,the
two analyses are generally consistent. It is only
for the ROA analysisfor the 1980-87 time period
that we note a discrepancyin the ANOVA (Table
2) and regression(Table3a) results.The ANOVA
analysis does not indicatea significantdifference
between the integrated mills and minimills in
ROA;however,the regressionresultsindicatethat
membershipin the integratedgroup is positively
associated with ROA (Model 4, Table 3a). We
suspect that in this instance controllingfor firmspecific factors in the regressionanalysis etched
out the group effects masked in the ANOVA.
Explaining turnaround in group effect
Membershipin the integratedgroup was positively associated with performanceduring the
1980-87 period, but had a relative negative
impact duringthe 1988-93 period. As discussed
earlier, differences in number and size of firms
in the group,mobilitybarriers,and the bargaining
powerof the groupmembersin the factormarkets
clearly benefited the integratedgroup members
duringthe 1980-87 period.
However, our study of the industry suggests
that three factors-that interestingly may have
been beyond the control of JSI managersappeared to have influenced the outcomes we
observe in this paperduringthe 1988-93 period.
First,the strengtheningof the Japaneseyen during
the mid- to late 1980s had an adverseimpact on
Copyright ? 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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the performanceof firms that were exposed to
foreign markets(see Figure 2). As the integrated
mills had generallygreaterexportsthan the minimills, they were more vulnerable to adverse
exchange rate movements.
Second, it appearsthat the price coordination
among firms had declined over the period. An
examinationof the Steel Price Index published
by the Japan Steel Federation shows that the
index steadily fell from 1980 to 1985, when it
faced a steep decline in 1986 followed by a slight
improvementduring the subsequent years and
anotherdecline in 1992 (see Figure 3). On average, the price index between 1988 and 1993 did
not reach the pre-1987 levels. The sluggish
demandfor steel mighthave led to the breakdown
in price coordinationamong firms in the integrated group.12Additionally,the larger size and
greaterfixed and overheadcosts of the integrated
mill compared to minimills might have made
them more vulnerableto enhancedprice competition duringthis period.Thus, while membersof
the integrated group continued to enjoy some
advantagesbecause of their membership,these
advantagesdiminishedwith changes in industry
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Figure 3.

Steel price index, JSI (based on data from
OECD reports)

Steel productiongradually increased between 1987 and
1990 but declinedthereafteruntil 1993. The growthin GDP
also saw a rise between 1987 and 1988 but sharplydeclined
thereafteruntil 1993.
12
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conditions, thereby producing the results we
observe in Models 6 and 8.
Lastly, the declining prices of ferrous scrap
may have had a relatively greater benevolent
impacton minimillsperformancebecauseof their
greater dependence on it as a key input (see
Figure 4).
Thus, the convergenceof threedevelopmentsstrongeryen, decliningpricingpower,and weaker
ferrous-scrapprices-resulted in the change in
performanceimpact of integratedgroupmembership after 1987.13

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH
Isolating the direct effect of group membership
on firmsremainsdifficultbecauseof the fuzziness
of firm, group, and industry boundaries.As a
consequence, firm, group, and industry effects
on firm performancemay quite often be deeply
entangled.This paper was an attemptto unravel
and understandthis messy relationship.Thus, we
addressedone of the principalconcerns in strategic group research by investigatingthe direct
effect of group membershipon firm performance
by controlling for both environmentand firmspecific effects.
While we were able to isolate the directeffects,
we must acknowledgethat the generalizabiltyof
our findingsis limited by our choice of industry.
We deliberatelychose a setting-thecarbon steel
sector of the JapaneseSteel Industry-that
allowed
us to identify groups without resortingto clustering algorithms.Perhapsfuture studies can use
ideas offered by Peterafand Shanley (1997) and
100
'C 60
-

80
40
20

Nath and Gruca(1997) to identify robustgroups
acrossindustriesto isolate firm,group,and industry effects on firm attributesand performance.
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